The Tolman-Bondi-Lemaître type of inhomogeneous spacetime with generalised Chaplygin gas equation of state given by p = − A ρ α is investigated where α is a constant. We get an inhomogeneous spacetime at early stage but at the late stage of universe the inhomogeneity disappear with suitable radial co-ordinate transformation. For the large scale factor our model behaves like ΛCDM type which is in accord with the recent WMAP studies. We have calculated ∂ρ ∂r and it is found to be negative for α > 0 which is in agreement with the observational analysis. A striking difference with Chaplygin gas (α = 1) lies in the fact that with any suitable co-ordinate transformation our metric cannot be reduced to the Einstein-de Sitter type of homogeneous spacetime as is possible for the Chaplygin gas. We have also studied the effective deceleration parameter and find that the desired feature of flip occurs at the late universe. It is seen that the flip time depends explicitly on α. We also find that flip is not synchronous occurring earlier at the outer shells, thus offering a natural path against occurrence of wellknown shell crossing singularity. This is unlike the Tolman-Bondi case with perfect gas where one has to impose stringent external conditions to avoid this type of singularity. We further observe that if we adopt separation of variables method to solve the field equations the inhomogeneity in matter distribution disappears. The whole situation is later discussed with the help of Raychaudhury equation and the results compared with previous cases. This work is the generalisation of our previous article where we have taken α = 1.
Introduction
From the growing number of observational data of high-redshift and luminosity-distance relation of type IA supernovae in the last decade [1, 2] , we know that when interpreted in the framework of Einstein's field equations and the standard FRW type of universe (homogeneous and isotropic), we are left with the only alternative that the universe is currently passing through an accelerated phase of expansion where baryonic matter paradoxically contributes only four percent of the total energy budget. Moreover if we have faith in Einstein's theory the FRW model dictates that one should hypothesize at once a peculiar and rather unphysical type of matter field(DE) [3] with a very large negative pressure clearly violating the energy conditions, to explain the late acceleration.
In the existing literature, a fairly a good number of DE models are proposed, but very little is precisely suggested about the nature and origin of it. Nowadays, the DE problem remains one of the major open problems of theoretical physics [4] . On the way of searching for possible solutions of this problem various models are explored during the last few decades, referring to new exotic forms of matter, e.g., quintessence [5, 6] , phantom [7, 8] , holographic models [9] , string theory landscape [10, 11] , Born-Infeld quantum condensate [12] , the modified gravity approaches [13, 14] , inhomogeneous spacetime [15, 16] , various types of higher dimensional theories etc (readers interested in more detail for a comprehensive overview of existing theoretical models may refer to [17] [18] [19] [20] ). The one which attracted huge attention is the Chaplygin gas(CG) inspired model [21] [22] [23] [24] , obeying an EoS, p = − A ρ . Although the model is very successful in explaining the SNe Ia data, it shows that the CG fails to explain the tests connected with structure formation and observed strong oscillations of matter power spectrum [25] . To overcome the problems it is generalized (GCG) [26] with the addition of an arbitrary constant as
where both A(A > 0) and α are constants. Here α is constrained in the range 0 < α < 1 in order to have an acoustic speed is at most luminal for perturbation [27] and also for best fit with observations [28] [29] [30] . Another bottleneck stems from the fact that the basic inferences from the ΛCDM and GCG are essentially the same and so one can not chose between the two from experimental angel. One more point of concern is the fact that the accelerating phase coincides with the period when the inhomogeneities in the matter distribution at length scales < 10 Mpc become significant so that the Universe can no longer be approximated as homogeneous at these scales. Moreover one may point out that homogeneity and isotropy of the geometry are not essential ingredients to establish a number of relevant results in relativistic cosmology. One need not be too sacrosanct about these concepts so as to sacrifice basic physics (energy conditions, for example) in relativistic cosmology. On the other hand if we forgo the concepts of homogeneity and isotropy, the observational data do not force us to imply an accelerating expansion of the universe, or even if the cosmic expansion is accelerating it does not necessarily point to an existence of a dark energy. Thus a parallel line of activities has emerged to explain the observational findings without introducing the concept of dark energy. A community of activists have started a sort of mission to explain (sometimes with conflicting claims) the observational findings within inhomogeneous models. Given the complexities involved in dealing with inhomogeneous models the simplest generalisation of FRW spacetime is the wellknown Tolman-Bondi-Lemaître model which is also spherically symmetric but the spacetime is inhomogeneous and the acceleration is supposedly caused by the back reaction effects due to the inhomogeneities in the background FRW universe. It was shown that from observational point of view their [15, 20] results become very similar to the predictions of CDM model.
Our investigations in the current work is rather less ambitious. Here we have not studied back reaction effects etc. to account for the acceleration. In an earlier work [23] the present authors attempted to check if the Chaplygin gas driven Tolman Bondi model introduces any new element to the whole analysis and the present work is a generalisation of our earlier work [23] where a generalised Chaplygin gas is taken in place of original Chaplygin gas.
As is common in all Chaplygin types of models our field equations are amenable to closed form solutions only at the extremal cases. Unlike the FRW models all the physical parameters are here both space and time dependent and all our solutions reduce to our earlier work [23] when α = 1.
The organization of work is as follows : in section 2 we write the field equations of our inhomogeneous spacetime with a generalized Chaplygin gas as matter field and find the detail solutions in section 3. The solution described by our equation (25) is unique and may be termed as generalised Einstein-de Sitter metric(ED) and one can not directly revert to the well known ED metric with any coordinate transformation. We also calculate the acceleration flip in our spacetime, which depends both on space and time. Evidently flip is not synchronous like homogeneous case. Each shell characterised by a r-constant hypersurface has its own instant of flip.
For any inhomogeneous dynamics we come across two important singularities -shell crossing and shell focussing. We have noted that in our case shells with higher value of r starts accelerating earlier and so shell crossing singularity is naturally avoided. For completeness we contrast our inferences with those obtained from Raychawdhury equation [31] and the paper ends with a brief discussion in section 4.
2
Field equations and its integrals
where the scale factor, R(t, r) depends on both time and space coordinates (t, r) respectively. As inhomogeneous equations in GTR are, in general, very difficult to solve analytically we assume for mathematical simplicity that g 00 = 1. In comoving coordinate system the energy momentum tensor for the above defined coordinates is given by
where ρ(t, r) is the matter density and p(t, r) is the pressure. The fluid consists of successive shells marked by r, whose local density is time-dependent over the successive hypersurfaces. The function R(t, r) describes the location of the shells characterized by r at the time t. Einstein's field equations, subject to the rescaled gauge
gives the following independent equations for the metric (2) and the energy momentum tensor (3) as
Here prime and a dot overhead denotes space and time derivative respectively. Solving equation (8) we get
where f (r) is an arbitrary function of r such that f (r) > 0.
Since the WMAP and other recent data [32, 33] point to a nearly flat universe in the current era we take f (r) = 1 such that the field equations finally reduce to the following two independent equations asṘ
The conservation equation leads to
For our case we take a matter field, given by equation (1) along with (12) we get
which, on integration, gives
where C(r) is a function of integration. Now putting equation (9), we get
With the help of equation (10) we finally geṫ
This is the main equation in our future analysis but unlike the homogeneous models, C(r) depends on space also. As is well known the resulting field equations with Chaplygin type of matter field do not, in general, offer any closed type of solutions and in what follows we see that we have to study some extremal cases only. Following Moffat [34] the present authors, in an earlier communication [23] , have taken the expression of Hubble parameter as
where
and
which may be taken as a measure of the local expansion rate in the perpendicular and radial directions respectively. Now we can write the deceleration parameter
From equation (15) another important physical quantity, ∂ρ ∂r ( a sort of measure of inhomogeneity) comes out to be
For realistic mass distribution ρ ′ < 0 implying
If we consider C(r) to be a true constant then from equation (21), we see that ρ ′ < 0 as expected. Otherwise we have to know the form of C(r) to get an idea regarding the negativity of ρ ′ . We have chosen here two simple forms of C(r) as (i) power law & (ii) exponential to check the negativity of ρ ′ in the next section.
Solutions
As pointed out earlier the parent equation (16) admit of hypergeometric solutions only in general. So we have to take some special cases only. CASE A:(R(t, r) is very small) When the scale factor R(t, r) is relatively small, i.e., at the early stage of the universe, from equation (16) we get dust dominated universe for C(r) = 
where t 0 (r) is an arbitrary function of integration depending on r.
With this expression of R(t, r) the pressure vanishes. Moreover, for isotropic expansion (e λ 2 = R) we get ρ ∼ 1 R 3 (in an r-constant hypersurface) as in FRW universe. Interestingly the expression (23) is not exactly Tolman-Bondi like because we are dealing with a generalised Chaplygin gas type exotic fluid and our line element reduces to
If, we further assume that t 0 (r) vanishes or becomes a true constant (in that case a time translation is necessary) then we get
The spacetime described by the equation (25) is unique and one may look upon it as a modified Einstein-deSitter metric for the inhomogeneous spacetime. There is a striking difference between the spacetime described by equation (25) and that in our work [23] referred to earlier for α = 1. In our previous work with pure Chaplygin gas (α = 1) the additional assumption of t 0 (r) = 0 reduces the metric to a homogeneous Einstein-de Sitter case with dust distribution in the flat space (R 2 3 ). But here t 0 (r) = 0 does not reduce the metric to any homogeneous form. For that we need an additional assumption of α = 1. So generalised Chaplygin gas does not admit of any homogeneous distribution in Tolman-Bondi metric. From equation (15) we get the expression of density as
If we calculate the deceleration parameter q ⊥ using equations (20) and (23) we get q ⊥ = 1 2 implying a dust dominated universe. From equation (26) we have checked the signature of ρ ′ given by
The equation (27) shows that ρ ′ is always negative for positive value of α as desired. This equation further ensures that α should be greater than zero.
CASE B : (R(t, r) is very large) Type -1: In the late stage of evolution the second term of the RHS of the equation (16) vanishes and we getṘ
(28) (a) A straightforward integration of the equation (28) gives R(t, r) as
This is the wellknown de Sitter type of solution generalised to inhomogeneous spacetime with A 1 1+α simulating as Λ, the cosmological constant. Moreover a simple radial coordinate transformationr
reduces the metric (2) to
At the late stage of evolution it is seen that with suitable transformation of radial coordinate (equation (30) ) we get de-Sitter type metric with homogeneous spacetime. So it may be concluded that for large R(t, r) the inhomogeneity may disappear as expected.
One can also see from equation (15) that for the late universe
This may be viewed as a combination of a cosmological constant A 1 1+α with a type of matter representing a ΛCDM model. Moreover in the asymptotic limit(R ∼ ∞), we get p = −ρ = −A 1 1+α for this Chaplygin type of gas, corresponding to an empty universe with a cosmological constant.
In this case the deceleration parameter q ⊥ = −1, which shows an acceleration at the late stage. Now we can calculate ρ ′ using equation (32), we get
which is consistent with the inequality condition (22) for ρ ′ < 0. Now with the help of equation (29), the condition (22) reduces to
. Since C(r) is a positive integration constant, it may be true constant or may be a function of r. If the integration constant C(r) ≡ C is a true constant then ρ ′ < 0. On the other hand, if C(r)
depends on r such that C(r) ∝ e γr , which gives
(b) Alternatively, one may also get another type of solution of (28) as
where w = Figure-1 shows that the flip occurs early at greater value of r, i.e., velocity increases for greater r. The flip time τ c can be calculated from equation (36) when q ⊥ = 0 and we get
As expected the flip time (τ c ) explicitly depends on α. The variation of τ c with α depends on magnitude of A. If A > 1, the τ c increases as α increases, i.e., late flip for large α, on the other hand, for A < 1, i.e., the conclusion is just the reverse. For A = 1, τ c is independent on α for r-constant hypersurface. The variation of τ c with α for different values of A are shown in figure-2. Another important conclusion coming out of the equation (37) has not escaped our notice. As is customary in any inhomogeneous evolutions, this equation shows that all physical quantities including instant of flip depend on both space and time co-ordinate. So each shell characterised by a r-constant hypersurface has its own flip time. Moreover, we further observe that shells with higher values of r start accelerating earlier than those with lower values of r. This is a good news because it avoids the wellknown shell crossing singularity associated with any inhomogeneous evolution. This is unlike the TolmanBondi case with perfect gas where one has to impose stringent external conditions to avoid this type of singularity. Now we have to check the signature of ρ ′ . Using the condition (22) we may write (1 + α) {tanh w(t + r) + coth w(t + r)} > γ for ρ ′ < 0 where we have taken C(r) = e γr . 
Type-2 :
Now we attempt to solve the equation (16) using the method of separation of variables. Let R(t, r) = a(t)g(r). From equation (16) where
But the LHS equation (38) depends on time only which dictates that B must be a true constant. Now using equations (21) & (39) a long but straight forward calculation shows that ρ ′ = 0 (C may be a function of r or a true constant), implying that the matter field is homogeneous in this case. May not be out of space to point out that one of the authors discussed, albeit in a different context, the same situation and got similar results [35] .
Temporal Solution :
The equation (38) gives the hypergeometric solution of a(t) with t. The solution and other features are same as homogeneous case [20] at the late stage of evolution, i.e., a(t) is large in this case, the equation (38) becomes (neglecting higher order terms) > α, which is physically unrealistic, since previously we have shown α > 0. (ii) Again, if 0 < m < 1 it gives early deceleration and late acceleration and in this condition α > 0, so the desirable feature of flip occurs which agrees with the observational analysis for positive value of α. Figure-4 shows the variation of q with t for different values of α where flip occurs. It is seen that the flip time (t c ) is different for different values of α but this change is not monotonous. We would like to focus on the occurrence of late flip as because all observational evidences suggest that accelerating phase is a recent phenomena. It is interesting to note that the late flip also depends on the value of A. In figure-4 we have taken two values of A where we get the maximum t c for corresponding value of α, e.g., for A = 1.2, we get the (t c ) max at α = 0.20 and for A = 1.38, it comes out to be α = 0.255. In this context correspondence to an earlier work of Campo [28] is relevant where he also got similar results while dealing with Generalised Chaplygin gas. Interesting to mention that we also got similar results in our earlier work [30] although in a different context. From figure-4 we find that flip occurs later at this range of α in conformity with observational analysis. Now The flip time (t c ) will be in this case Using equation (43) we have drawn the figure-5 where the variation of t c with α for different value of A is shown. It is seen that the variation of t c with α is not monotonous. When the value of α is small t c increases with α; after a certain value of α, t c decreases as α increases. That means we get a maximum value of t c for different value of A. As a trial case we see the following data table where we have seen the maximum value of t c for different value of A with corresponding α. From the above table we find that the value of (t c ) max is larger for smaller value of A. From the observational point of view it is seen previously that this corresponds to a value of α ∼ 0.25. Table- 
and we get g(r) = 3(1 + α)
γr , where γ is a constant.
which gives
(ii) When C(r) is a true constant, i.e., C(r) ≡ C, the expression of g(r) is give by g(r) = 3 (a)C(r) = r β :
R(r, t) = 3 γ 1 3
and (ii) C(r) ≡ C :
when we put β = 0 in the equation (51), C(r) becomes constant (unity) and equations (51) & (53) are identical. If we calculate both q ⊥ and t c , we get the same expressions (42) & (43) respectively because we are using the method of separation of variables to calculate the solution of R(t, r).
It is to be mentioned that we have considered here C(r) is proportional to both power law and exponential function of r. Actually, these type of assumptions based on some solutions of R(t, r),e.g., in equation (23) we see that R(r) ∝ r α , on the other hand, we get exponential relation in the equation (30); in a different work of Moffat [36] got the same type of exponential function of r.
Raychaudhuri Equation
For sake of completeness we have contrasted the results obtained so far with those obtained from the well known Raychaudhuri equation [31] , given by
where the terms have their usual significance. For our irrotational system it reduces to
With the help of the equations (1), (15) & (55) we finally get for deceleration parameter
(56) and for shear
CASE A : Early Stage: At the early phase of this evolution when the scale factor R(r, t) is small enough the equation (56) reduces to
It follows from the equation (58) that q, the deceleration factor is always positive. So accelerated expansion is absent in this dust dominated phase though inhomogeneity is present here. The same conclusion was obtained previously using equation (23) where
. Interestingly this result is very similar to the work of Alnes et al [37] . CASE B : Late Stage : Type -I: If we consider the late stage of evolution i.e., R(t, r) is large enough in this phase, the second term of the RHS of the equation (16) vanishes and we get from equation (56),
(59) (a) When we use the scale factor given by equation (29) (60) It gives accelerating universe at the late stage. In the previous section we get the same conclusion with the help of equation (29) where the value of q ⊥ = −1.
(b) Again, if we consider the expression of the scale factor is given by the equation (35) In figure-6 shows σ 2 vs t for r-constant hypersurface. In this graph we have seen that as t increases σ 2 decreases, i.e., when t → ∞, σ 2 → 0. So initially it represents the decelerating universe and after flip we get acceleration in line with current observational result. It is to be mentioned that the expressions of σ 2 and θ 2 q seem to be identical with our previous work [23] but exactly not the same because here the expression of ω contains α. Type -II: Again if we consider first order approximation of equation (50), neglecting higher order terms, we get
If we consider R(t, r) = a(t)g(r), then from equation (51) it follows that σ = 0. Now the equation (56) reduces to θ 2 q = 24πG
It follows from the equation (63) that flip occurs when a(t) = So we get early deceleration and late acceleration here. This also follows from equation (42) for α > 0.
Concluding Remarks
We have considered a Tolman-Bondi-Lemaître type of inhomogeneous spacetime with a generalised Chaplygin gas equation of state. There is a proliferation of articles on accelerating universe with Chaplygin EoS in homogeneous spacetime but scant attention has been paid so far to address the problem in inhomogeneous spacetime. But one intriguing problem is that accelerating phase supposedly starts at the period when inhomogeneities in the distribution in the universe at length scale < 10 Mpc can no longer be ignored. This primarily motivates us to investigate the matter in inhomogeneous spacetime. Our findings are briefly given below:
(i) Our field equations being highly nonlinear with contributions from both inhomogeneity and generalised Chaplygin type of matter field we have been able to get the solutions in closed form at extreme cases only, i.e., at early and late stages of the universe. In the former case we have seen that ∂ρ ∂r is always negative for α > 0. From the theoretical point of view, we may conclude that the α should be positive which is in agreement with the observational analysis. Here C is a function of r, i.e., C(r) = (ii) In a different context the scale factor R(t, r) has been calculated at asymptotic range i.e., at late stage of the universe. At the extreme case with suitable transformation of radial co-ordinate the solution resembles de-Sitter type metric with homogeneous spacetime (see equation (31) ). So it may be concluded that at late stage of the universe inhomogeneity may disappear as expected.
Further the integration function C may be either a true constant or a function of r. If we consider C as a true constant then ∂ρ ∂r < 0 as desired for a regular distribution in each case. Otherwise if C ≡ C(r), we have to take particular forms of C(r) and ρ ′ may be negative under certain restriction.
(iii) Another area of interest is the spacetime described by equation (25) . This is a unique result in the sense that for pure Chaplygin gas (α = 1) one can reduce the equation (25) to the wellknown Einstein de-Sitter case with some additional assumption. However for the generalised Chaplygin gas (α = 0) similar assumption does not reduce it to any homogeneous spacetime.
(iv) From equation (35) it further follows that at the late era when flip occurs, the flip time (τ c ) depends explicitly on α. The variation of τ c with α also depends on magnitude of A (figure-1). In this case flip occurs later for inner shells.
As is wellknown in an inhomogeneous model all physical parameters depend on both space and time, including flip evidently the time. It is not synchronous. The different shells characterised by r-constant hypersurfaces start accelerating at different instants of time. We have come across the phenomena of shell crossing singularity in inhomogeneous gravitational collapse. But for an inhomogeneous expanding model with acceleration this is particularly significant. Because our analysis shows that for a shell with a larger value of 'r' the velocity flip starts earlier, a good news for avoidance of shell crossing singularity. So Chaplygin gas inspired model offers a natural path against this singularity as opposed to the Tollman-Bondi case with perfect gas where one has to impose a set of stringent external conditions.
(v) For the sake of completeness, we have adopted the separation of variable method to solve our key equation (16) . Most of the authors explained Chaplygin gas considering extreme cases for temporal part. We have also studied the extremal form in Case A and Case B. Now for large R(t, r) we consider upto second term of the temporal part and then we are able to solve the equation (29) in exact form. The solution of equation (29) was shown in equation (30) which shows early deceleration as well as late acceleration. The desirable feature of flip occurs which agrees with the observational analysis for positive value of α. In this case we find that the matter density becomes homogeneous i.e., ρ ′ = 0 independent of the nature of C.
(a) One can also mention that the flip time (t c ) depends on the value of α but the dependance is not monotonic. Figure-4 shows the variation of q with t for different values of α where flip occurs. We have concentrated on the occurrence of late flip as because all observational probes point to a late accelerating phase. It is interesting to mention that the late flip also depends on the value of A. In figure-4 we have taken two values of A where we find the maximum t c for corresponding value of α.
(b) To get the exact solution of the radial part represented by (44) we have to choose the expression of integration constant C(r) as the simplest form (i)C(r) = r β & (ii) C(r) = e γr . But if we consider C(r) is a true constant, interestingly, we get R(t, r) ∝ r 1 3 , i.e., R(t, r) is related to the power law expression of r.
(vii) Finally, we have calculated θ 2 q with the help of Raychawdhury equation and showed that nature of q is same for each case as in section 3.
